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Atlanta Hawks 

Best move: Drafting Adreian Payne. 

Worst move: Signing Thabo Sefolosha for three years. 

Analysis: With both Miami and Indiana crashing back to Earth, this summer could have been a time for 

bold investments for the Hawks, whose salary cap sheet is completely lacking in any major deadweight 

salary. Instead, Atlanta chose the quiet route, trusting that its core group of Al Horford, Paul Millsap, Jeff 

Teague and Kyle Korver will be enough to compete in an Eastern Conference that looks headed for 

parity at the top.  

All of the Hawks’ moves qualify as “minor.” Their biggest outlay was $12 million over three years to 

Thabo Sefolosha, who established himself as a reliable defender and an unreliable offensive threat over 

the last five-plus seasons with the Thunder. At 30 and coming off of a poor shooting season, Sefolosha 

has some bounce back potential, especially given that he’s moving to a weaker conference. Hawks coach 

Mike Budenholzer will welcome Sefolosha’s experience, size, defensive mindset, and ability to 

contribute occasionally on offense without needing the ball, although fully guaranteeing the three-year 

deal will look regrettable if Sefolosha continues to decline. After trading away Lou Williams to the 

Raptors in a salary dump, the Hawks spent $4 million over two seasons on Kent Bazemore, a 2013 

Summer League star still searching for the right rotation fit. Bazemore should provide some punch and 

energy off Atlanta’s bench, even if his bargain bin salary fairly represents his current abilities.  

If there’s one newcomer to get excited about, it’s rookie forward Adreian Payne, selected with the No. 

15 pick in June’s draft. The 6-foot-10 power forward averaged 12.5 points and seven rebounds in 

Summer League, and he seems to be a nice fit in Atlanta’s preferred spread offense. Payne will offer 

some frontcourt depth behind Horford and Millsap; at 23, he looks ready to contribute as a role player 

in the short-term. 

Grade: C 

 


